
Lesson Plan: Unit 9 “How do we get to the night market?” 
1. Information 

Name: Sheli Squire Subject: English Grade: 8 Topic: Unit 9 

Dates: December 29 - January 8 Length of Classes: 45 minutes 

 

2. Goals 3. Content 

book 3 (grade 8), unit 9 turn left/right, go straight, go past, cross the street 

How __ get to __? corner, block, street 

Excuse me. Thank you. You’re welcome. across from, next to, between, on the left/right 

 

4. Learning Context 

A. Students 

 special needs students can join in as their comprehension and participation levels allow 

B. Environment 

 large classroom of 6 tables with stools, with open space at the back of the room 

 students will be placed in groups randomly (mixed boys & girls), 4-6 per table 

C. Resources / Materials Needed 

 unit 9 PPT, text book, ½ A4 paper (for short conversation), extra stools with random classroom 

objects on them (pencil, markers, erasers, etc), small folded papers with object names (for maze) 

 

5.Lesson 

A. Introduction 

 slide 2-4: show progressively closer map views of the school’s neighborhood 

 slide 5: ask where a few landmarks are, and have students point them out 

B. Teaching 

 slide 6: talk about ‘right’ and ‘left,’ and the difference between ‘turn’ and ‘look’ 

 slide 7: read the sentences, and have students act them out 

 slide 8-9: (CT) explain; lead students to repeat after you 

o students can use books to find translations for underlined words (p.141) 

C. Consolidation 

 slide 10: show present location (happy face) on school neighborhood map; ask, ‚How do I get to 

the 7-11 (red star)?‛ 

o there are 6 steps, so call on each group to give one section of directions 

 slide 11: start from Kevin and slowly give a set of directions; ask ‚Where are you?‛ to see if they 

followed correctly 

o repeat until students feel comfortable with new phrases 

 slide 12: ‚How do I get to the __?‛  

o each group says one section of directions; check if they can reach the destination 

 slide 13-14: show example of a conversation, then students work in groups to write directions 

o volunteer groups can read conversations aloud; classmates can correct any errors 

D. Application 

 slide 15 (instructions): teacher will choose 2 friends to do the maze, 1 to follow directions and 1 to 

give directions 

 one student (follower) is blindfolded, then leader chooses a piece of paper with the object to be 

found (already on the stools at the back) 

 leader verbally leads the blindfolded student to the object 

o slide 16: (CT) lead students to repeat after you; demonstrate with FT 

 after a time limit or success, choose 5 students to move some stools around, then do the maze 

again (as time allows) 

  

6. Reflections 

A. Learning 



 I saw some students using the ‚left hand L‛ method during the later parts of the lesson, so I’m 

glad that could help them to remember. 

 During the ‚You are Kevin‛ map time, some of the students would call out the instructions in 

Chinese after I’d said it in English, which made it pointless (for English learning purposes). I 

asked them to stop, and in some classes they did. 

B. Lesson Procedure 

 During the first time teaching this lesson, I realized we wouldn’t have time to do the conversation 

or second part of the ‚Kevin‛ map. I ended up modifying the lesson, and chose to use those parts 

in the next class as a review. (This file is the original lesson plan, but the PPTs are the modified ones.) 

C. Students 

 Some of the lower level students and special needs students were really happy to join in on the 

physical parts of this lesson (L and R instructions, ‚Kevin‛ map and the maze). It was good to 

show all the students that anyone can do it! 

 


